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Details listing for MS W2/2078 - 3  

For each item the following details are noted: 

- item number  

- text as in original listing  

- date where known (generally in format dd.m.yyyy as in original index)  

- further description of material (i.e., names of people or property)  
- any comments re incorrect information, condition, etc. (this line may be blank)  

 

2078/3 - 1 

Correspondence Book , 

20.6.1910-1913 

This book consists of carbon copies of outgoing correspondence or drafts of outgoing 

correspondence; some of the latter are very difficult to read since they are likely to have 

been done in haste and to serve as a reminder to the writer rather than being full copies. 

 

2078/3 - 2 

Correspondence 

ca. 191? 

 

2078/3 - 3 

Correspondence 

ca. 191? 

Draft acceptance of offer for sale of Stone Hill from Margaret Shannon to Robert Archer 

See also 2078/3 - 12 

 

2078/3 - 4 

Transfer Bill Sale and Stock Mortgage 

3.5.1910 

Typed document on legal form covering mortgage and related transaction between 

Henry Hatton, William Atchison White and John Shannon 

 

2078/3 - 5 

Outward Correspondence 

23.8.1910 

handwritten, one page 

 

2078/3 - 6 

Statement of Cheque Account/s for Rodney Downs 

January, February, March, 1911 and July, August, September, 1912 



handwritten on ledger paper 

 

2078/3 - 7 

Bill of Sale 

28.10.1911 

Typed legal document noted as coopy with original having been stamped at the Stamp 

Office. Covers sale of Saltbush Park Station (including all buildings, stock, brands and 

good will) by John Shannon to John Shannon Limited for £10,000 plus shares in the 

company, £2,000 per year payable to John Shannon and/or his widow for life and "the 

Vendors shall be entitled from time to time at his pleasure to utilise for his own exclusive 

use the Saltbush Head Station and the furniture thereat and the Vendor shall also have 

the right to select at any time twenty five pick of the draught mares on any of the 

company's properties and also up to six saddle or buggy horses".  

Attachments to the document list legal description of the properties, Occupation Licenses, 

brands, and livestock. 

 

2078/3 - 8 

Release 

1911 

4 typed pages of legal document prepared for signature, but not signed. Was between 

John Shannon and The New Zealand Insurance Company Limited and covered payment 

for injuries sustained by John Yamala Shannon "...a worker in the employment and also 

a son of the said Employer" and Edward Gilham "who was also a worker in the 

employment of the Employer" for a total of £300. 

 

2078/3 - 9 

Profit and Losses Account - Saltbush Station 

for year ending 31.12.1911 

3 pages handwritten on ledger paper 

 

2078/3 - 10Profit and Losses Account for John Shannon Ltd and Blenheim Station for 

year ending 31.12.19 

114 pages handwritten on ledger paper 

 

2078/3 - 11 

Blenheim Returns 

31.12.1911 

one page handwritten 

 

2078/3 - 12 

Telegram 

1912 

Draft on telegram form to Robert Archer, Gracemere from Margaret Shannon indicating 

acceptance of offer of £17,000 cash for Stone Hill. 

See also 2078/3 - 3 

 

2078/3 - 13 

Outward Correspondence , 1912 

notes and drafts related to sale of Stonehill 

1 page handwritten 

 

2078/3 - 14  

Outward Correspondence 

1912 

notes and drafts related to sale of properties 

2 pages handwritten 

 



2078/3 - 15 

Rodney Downs Account 

1912 

one page, handwritten on ledger paper 

 

2078/3 - 16 

Income Tax 

1912 

printed form "Schedule A. partly completedpaper is very brittle; edges torn, some holes 

Items 2078/3 - 17 to 2078/3 - 30 (listed below to the end of this file) are all related to 

the sale of the Stonehill property to Mr Archer who had been a tenant on the property; 

offers and counter-offers, negotiations with lawyers and real estate agents, etc.] 

 

2078/3 - 17 

Inward Correspondence 

5.6.1912 

First page of typed letter to Mrs. M. Shannon on R Foulkes & Co stationery re serving Mr. 

Archer with "notice to quit" 

Rest of letter is missing 

 

2078/3 - 18 

Inward Correspondence 

14.6.1912 

handwritten letter on Broome & Elwing stationery 

 

2078/3 - 19 

Inward Correspondence , Re: Archer 

20.6.1912 

typed letter to Mrs. J Shannon on Foxton, Hobbs &Y MacNish letterhead re notice to quit; 

handwritten note on margin 

 

2078/3 - 20 

Inward Correspondence 

21.6.1912 

To Mrs Shannon from Broome & Elwing 

 

2078/3 - 21 

Outward Correspondence 

24.6.1912 

Handwritten on Hotel Imperial Stationery 

Writing difficult to read 

 

2078/3 - 22 

Inward Correspondence 

4.7.1912 

Handwritten letter to Mrs Margaret Shannon from Robert Archer re Stone Hill Paddock 

and prickly pear 

3 pages – transcript available 

 

2078/3 - 23 

Inward Correspondence 

17.7.1912 

Typewritten on R. Foulkes & Co stationery advising of service of notice toquit 

 

2078/3 - 24 

Inward Correspondence 

28.8.1912 



To Mrs Margaret Shannon from Robt Archer on Archer Bros stationery re acceptance of 

offer for Stone Hill property 

 

2078/3 - 25 

Outward Correspondence 

15.9.1912 

Handwritten letter to the Bank of NQ, Rockhampton 

?draft - difficult to read 

 

2078/3 - 26 

Outward Correspondence 

15.9.1912 

Handwritten letter 

?draft 

 

2078/3 - 27 

Inward Correspondence 

16.9.1912 

Handwritten to Mrs M Shannon from the Manager, The Bank of North Queensland 

 

2078/3 - 28 

Inward Correspondence 

16.12.1912 

Handwritten letter from Robt Archer to Mrs Margaret Shannon on Archer Bros. stationery 

 

2078/3 - 29 

Inward Correspondence 

19.9.1912 

Typewritten letter on Rees R & Sydney Jones stationery re transfer 

 

2078/3 - 30 

Inward Correspondence , Re:request for payment of commission on sale  

of Stone Hill Paddocks 

25.9.1912 

Typewritten letter on R. Foulkes & Co stationery 

 

 


